Investigating and Prosecuting Organised Crime in Great Britain

Organised crime is one of the most serious menaces for the contemporary society. This is why talking about organised crime and the criminal justice methods to defeat it is a crucial and living matter to understand our world.

***

The United Kingdom of Great Britain is one of those countries that rejected the offence of membership in an organised crime group. In so doing the UK has suffered a split between criminal law and criminal justice. On one side, criminal law still does not recognise the convenience of a crime of belonging and struggles providing different penalties for different offences, lacking a strong and unified approach to the matter. Nevertheless, on the other side, in the recent years, the British Government has pursued a vigorous enhancement of the procedural tools available in fighting organised crime.

The terrorist attack in London on the 7th July 2005 has shaken the whole population and provoked a tough reaction from the Parliament and the entire political class. While a huge amount of resources have been allocated to prevent, detect and disrupt terrorism, it has been considered that terrorism could be better handled by itself and, therefore, all other crimes involving some degree of organisation should have been pushed aside from terrorism.

The Government thought that creating a specific agency with a specific mandate and specific rules of procedure to investigate and dismantle organised crime groups could have been the winning card.

The Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) has been established on the 1st April 2006, by the Serious Organised Crime and Police Act 2005 and is the acme of a profound reform that has reshaped the criminal justice system and in particular the investigation and prosecution stages.

This research paper aims to demonstrate - through the analysis of the reforms occurred and mostly through the full understanding of what SOCA is and what it does – that substantial criminal law and procedural criminal justice in today's Britain
are indeed unbalanced and on different levels. The absence of a single offence in criminal law is, in fact, influencing the accessible outcomes in the criminal procedure, which, indeed, is almost fully equipped to guarantee more valid results than those achieved until now.
It is about time law enforcement got as organised as organised crime.

(Rudolph W. Giuliani)

INTRODUCTION

Organised crime is one of the most serious menaces for the contemporary society. This is why talking about organised crime and the criminal justice methods to defeat it is a crucial and living matter to understand our world.

***

The United Kingdom of Great Britain is one of those countries that rejected the offence of membership in an organised crime group. In so doing the UK has suffered a split between criminal law and criminal justice. On one side, criminal law still does not recognise the convenience of a crime of belonging and struggles providing different penalties for different offences, lacking a strong and unified approach to the matter. Nevertheless, on the other side, in the recent years, the British Government has pursued a vigorous enhancement of the procedural tools available in fighting organised crime. The terrorist attack in London on the 7th July 2005 has shaken the whole population and provoked a tough reaction from the Parliament and the entire political class. While a huge amount of resources have been allocated to prevent, detect and disrupt terrorism, it has been considered that terrorism could be better handled by itself and, therefore, all other crimes involving some degree of organisation
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- Teaching and learning Italian language in the United Kingdom
- Il mercato del vino in United Kingdom e strategie di marketing per promuoverlo. Il caso Blue Nun
- Labour Migration In Britain: A Snapshot Of The Present Situation In "It's A Free World" By Ken Loach
- "Selling England by the Pound" dei Genesis come caso studio discografico-musicale del progressive rock
- Magic and Witchcraft in Shakespearean England: Macbeth and The Tempest
- The UK banking system: structure, regulation and effects of the 2007-09 financial crisis
- La legislazione anti-terrorismo nel Regno Unito tra sicurezza pubblica e tutela dei diritti umani
- Realtà infermieristica inglese: Indagine sul livello di soddisfazione degli infermieri italiani che esercitano in Inghilterra.
- Italian Fair Trade: reaching the same market success as in the UK

---

**NON HAI TROVATO QUELLO CHE CERCAVI?**

Abbiamo più di 45.000 Tesi di Laurea: cerca nel nostro database

Oppure consulta la sezione dedicata ad appunti universitari selezionati e pubblicati dalla nostra redazione

**Ottimizza la tua ricerca:**
- individua con precisione le parole chiave specifiche della tua ricerca
- elimina i termini non significativi (aggettivi, articoli, avverbi...)
- se non hai risultati amplia la ricerca con termini via via più generici (ad esempio da "anziano oncologico" a "paziente oncologico")
- utilizza la ricerca avanzata
- utilizza gli operatori booleani (and, or, "")

**Idee per la tesi?**
Scopri le migliori tesi scelte da noi sugli argomenti recenti

---

**COME SI SCRIVE UNA TESI DI LAUREA?**

A quale cattedra chiedere la tesi? Quale sarà il docente più disponibile? Quale l'argomento più interessante per me? ...e quale quello più interessante per il mondo del lavoro?

Scarica gratuitamente la nostra guida "Come si scrive una tesi di laurea" e iscriviti alla newsletter per ricevere consigli e materiale utile.

---

**LA TESI L'HO GIÀ SCRITTA, ORA COSA NE FACCO?**

La tua tesi ti ha aiutato ad ottenere quel sudato titolo di studio, ma può darti molto di più: ti differenzia dai tuoi colleghi
Indeed, states prosecute a far greater number of crimes than does the federal government.[2]. While the states have broad authority to prosecute many types of crimes, they may investigate and prosecute only criminal acts committed within their boundaries. The power of the federal government, however, extends throughout the United States. Therefore, the federal government is often better able to investigate and prosecute sophisticated and large-scale criminal activity. As noted above, the responsibility to investigate and prosecute crimes in the United States rests in the executive branch of government. All federal prosecutors are part of the United States Department of Justice. You are here: Home Topics Crime and crime prevention Investigation and prosecution of criminals. Search within English part of Government.nl. Search. Investigation and prosecution of criminals. In the coming years, the police and the Public Prosecution Service (OM) will keep a close eye on the development of cyber crime, giving high priority to prevention. The police, for example, will work locally and nationally on information campaigns and the prevention of cyber crime. More criminals detected. More and more cyber criminals are being detected. To ensure that even more are caught, the governm